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Right: This month on page 14 we do a “double take”. On 6 December
2010, 356 and 353 travel together along the newly opened Manners
Street bus thoroughfare. Both are travelling Not in Service to begin
their shifts from the Railway Station.

Front Cover: Designline 334 is stopped at the traffic lights at the bottom of Bowen Street on 4 February 2010. For some unknown
reason the front door is open while the driver and a passenger engage in a conversation. The trolleybus is part-way through its
journey from Karori Park to Lyall Bay and will soon be passing through special work 624 which is featured in this issue. Towering
above the bus is the Beehive, the common name for the Executive Wing of the New Zealand Parliament Buildings. Since July
2018, buses that travel this route now do so under Route 2 numbering, and instead travel via Miramar to Seatoun. Route 3
begins at the Interchange with buses travelling to either Rongotai or Lyall Bay. Meanwhile, 334 survives at Kilbirnie depot along
with most of the rest of the Designline fleet awaiting their future.
Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.
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The Seatoun tunnel will be closed Sunday to Thursday nights (11pm to 5am) for the next six weeks from 10
November 2019, to allow contractors to install new state-of-the-art LED interior lighting and emergency
lighting. There will be no work on Friday and Saturday nights, the tunnel will remain open on these nights.
General traffic will be detoured between 11pm and 5am via Tio Tio Road. Please note that late night Route 2
buses to Seatoun will still be able to travel through the tunnel after 11pm despite the works that will start at
the tunnel during this time. The bus will stop at the tunnel entrance and be escorted past the work site. To
allow the bus enough room to pass, crews will move their specialist lift equipment over to one side from the
centre of the tunnel and let them through. (Source: Metlink). The Seatoun
tunnel was, of course, once used by Route 11 trolleybuses. Work has also
started on earthquake strengthening of the portals. See page 16.
Last month’s feature on Eastbourne depot prompted Henry Brittain to submit this photograph showing
ex-Eastbourne Leyland 20, owned and restored by the Omnibus Society, parked in its old haunt at the
Eastbourne depot during a society outing around 2009.
You can never be surprised as to what turns up on YouTube, and especially in a Russian trolleybus video!
Angus McIntyre sent me this link ТРОЛЛЕЙБУС
ПРИКОЛЫ СМЕШНЫЕ ФОТО #ТРОЛЬ #ТРАЛИК
#РОГАТЫЙ - YouTube which is a series of stills involving
lots of interesting and amusing incidents and then at 3:12 what should pop up but
Wellington trolleybus 386 in the livery it wore for a very short time in August 2011. I never
managed a photograph of it myself and have only ever seen one other picture, so if any
reader has an image I would be pleased to see it and publish it in the magazine. Here is a
screen shot from the clip of the trolleybus at work in Lambton Quay. The all-over livery (the
yellow front escaped) was in conjunction with the Wellington on a Plate food festival. Note
the clever use of the painted poles to complete the crayfish image. This would probably be
the only occasion when trolleybus poles had their colour changed for the sake of an
advertisement. The video is worth a look. Angus visited Wellington in 2017 just in time to
see
our
trolleybuses
still
at
work.
He
took
some
video
which
he
later
uploaded
to
YouTube.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y78xhBDUQaA) Angus, a former active trolleybus driver, tells me that his seventeen-minute clip has
now notched up over 200,000 views. If you haven’t seen it yet then please do add to its popularity.
FINALLY, after two years it appears that disposal is finally on the horizon for the fifty-six non-operational trolleybuses remaining in storage.
A letter to The Dominion Post on 8 December referred to tenders being called for the scrapping of these buses. Though once we may have
thought there was life beyond the wires for them, it appears there is not - razorblades now perhaps? All traces of the Designlines
therefore could soon be gone. See page 14.
Yet another protest march to Parliament was held through the city centre on 14 November, this time under the banner of
50 Shades of Green. As usual buses were forced to take diversionary action to continue some semblance of service.
Messages announcing the march were prominent on electronic advertising signboards in Lambton Quay the day prior. See
page 17.
It wasn’t a surprise when it was announced that Dr Roger Blakeley would head the Regional Council’s Transport
Committee, replacing the ousted Barbara Donaldson. Following the announcement Dr Blakeley tweeted “Looking forward
to working with all GWRC colleagues on Transport issues including Let’s Get Wellington Moving, fixing buses, electrifying
fleet, regional rail, integrated ticketing, Regional PT Plan.” No doubt public transport users will be watching with interest.
There is also an expectation that later this month the details of the NZ Bus replacement programme will be announced.
Will we see a new fleet of electric buses, or maybe some hydrogen powered ones. Surely the days of new diesels must be
over?
Meanwhile, across the Tasman, as part of Brisbane Metro, Brisbane City Council will introduce a new fleet of sixty high-capacity Metro
vehicles. The Metro vehicles will integrate seamlessly into busway operations and share the busway with existing bus services, as part of a
better planned network. Following an extensive tender process, Council is recommending world-leading vehicle manufacturer HESS, in
partnership with Brisbane-based supplier Volgren, and electric infrastructure experts ABB, to design and build the Brisbane Metro vehicle
fleet. HESS and its project partners will deliver a zero tailpipe emission, battery electric fleet of vehicles with state of-the-art, flash charging
infrastructure. (Source https://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/traffic-and-transport/public-transport/brisbane-metro/brisbane-metro-vehicle)
Reader Andrew Henbest and a friend recently picked up a bargain return airfare between London and Geneva (Switzerland) for less than
£40 (NZ$80) and the pair spent a day exploring the city’s tram and trolleybus network. Considering the cheapest return fare I could find on
an interisland ferry between Wellington and Picton was $NZ100, Andrew’s fare was one not to be missed. You can read and see what he
saw on his travels on page 36. This month we also pay a visit to Vladimir and San Francisco.
Do enjoy your read.

Alan
THANKS TO THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS:
Henry Brittain, Michael Jarka, Graeme Inwood, James Duncan, D.L.A. Turner, Rod Watson, Dion de la Croix,
Andrew Henbest, Roger Davies, Garry Ford and all who provided feedback.
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A TROLLEYBUS FOR CHRISTMAS
The Twelve Days of Christmas is a well- known festive song; however, I doubt your true love will be giving
you a trolleybus this Christmas so Under the Wires presents you with the next best thing, a selection of
photographs taken during December in the last twelve years of trolleybus operation.
Left: We begin in 2005 when the Volvos still reigned supreme
in Wellington. The three Designline prototypes, 301-303 had
arrived but the majority of the Volvo fleet were still hard at
work. On 14 December that year, 251 was photographed near
the end of Lambton Quay working a 12 to Karori Park.

Right: 211 approaching the Interchange in Lambton Quay, not in service
on 13 December 2006 to start a shift. Introduced into service in 1983 it
was starting to look its age; however it soldiered on for another year
before withdrawal.

Left: In late 2007 the first two trolleybuses in the Designline
fleet, 331/2, went on the road. On 20 December the pair were
the centre of attention at a launch ceremony at Karori
Sanctuary and are seen returning to Kilbirnie depot along
Glenmore Street after the event. They both wore these unique
liveries for the duration of their careers.

Right: 2008 saw the Designline fleet arrive in numbers with the
Volvos falling by the wayside. Some of the electrical parts were
re-used in the new fleet. On 22 December 348 pulls away from
the Interchange heading for Kingston.
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Right: Prototype 301 heads east along Rongotai Road on 21 December 2009 with a driver trainee at
the wheel. The pōhutukawa tree adds a splash of colour in this Christmas time view. 301 was
introduced in 2003. Fortunately it was one of three trolleybuses saved (by the Omnibus Society) when
closure of the network came at the end of October 2017.

Left: On 6 December 2010, a
very tidy looking 386 glides
along Manners Street working a
Route 1 from Island Bay to the
Railway Station.

Right: 340, having just departed the suburban Seatoun terminus on 22
December 2011 turns from Hector Street into Dundas Street. It is returning
to the Railway Station. The Designlines certainly looked smart, intact with
unmarked panels and devoid of advertising.

Left: 333 climbing Hataitai Road with a peak-hour service
on 12 December 2012. Route 5 did a one-way loop around
Hataitai streets before returning to the city via the bus
tunnel. 333 was the first of the main fleet of fifty-five
vehicles (333-387) in the Go Wellington colour scheme.

Right: Prototype 303, introduced in 2005, leaves the suburb of
Brooklyn and travels along Ohiro Road with a city-bound Route 7
service from Kingston on 18 December 2013. The three prototype
vehicles were all twin-axle buses.
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Left: Pōhutukawa trees are brilliant
bloomers and provide bees with untold
food. No wonder they are known as the New
Zealand Christmas tree! On 29 December
2014, 377 travels along Hobart Street,
Miramar on a trip from Seatoun to the
Railway Station.

Right: 351 entering the Interchange on 14 December
2015 after working one of the half-hourly Route 9
services to Aro Street. Standing at this spot today one
just has memories of those halcyon days of the
trolleybus. The view is still exactly the same except of
course the overhead has disappeared.

Left: And so to 2016, the last
year of trolleybus operation in
Wellington. 341 is eased over the
calming humps in Lambton Quay
as it moves towards the camera
on 19 December while working a
7 from Kingston to the Railway
Station.
...twelve

Designline
trolleybuses and a
partridge in a pear tree.

HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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Earlier that same day, 341 was photographed running down Brooklyn Road on another 7 duty but this time framed by a conveniently
situated pōhutukawa tree. I make no apologies for publishing this picture again. For me it serves as a Christmas finale to the reign of
trolleybuses in the city. 341 was one of the twenty-nine trolleybuses at work on the last day – 31 October 2017.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.U.T.s ON PARADE
Michael Jarka presents a selection of his slides of B.U.T.s in action

Left: 20 at journey’s end at the Railway Station terminus on
13 December 1981. This was the dropping off point for
passengers in Featherston Street. Trolleybuses then ran a
short distance before turning left into the bus parking area
ready for the next trip. By this date 20 was one of the
shabbier members of the class with old fleet-name and
faded paintwork. It had been introduced in 1954 as one of
the first batch of thirty-eight B.U.T. imports and lasted
another two years before withdrawal. WCT certainly got
their money’s worth out of these old “soldiers”.

Right: This is one of Michael’s favourites, showing 24 broad-side at
the layover area at the Railway Station on 10 August 1981. The
destination blind is showing Hungerford Road via Lyall Bay. Obtaining
a few extra dollars from advertising has always been popular with bus
companies and WCT were certainly no different. Ads tended to be
much smaller and there were no restrictions about having them on
the front of buses. The end of the Railway Station can be seen in the
left background. 24 was withdrawn in 1982.
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Above: Michael writes: “This view of 30 leaving the Wadestown terminus in Wadestown Road was one of my earlier Wellington trolleybus
photographs. It was taken on 12 October 1981 and was the only time I visited Wadestown by trolleybus.” 30 had a couple more years of
life left in her before withdrawal coming in 1983.

Left: Stewart Dawson’s (jewellers) corner was one
of Michael’s favourite spots to photograph
trolleybuses. On 12 October 1981, 40 was
perfectly captured as it turned from Willis Street
into Lambton Quay while working a 3 from
Seatoun to the Railway Station. Like a number of
its classmates, 40 was withdrawn from service in
1983. Note the overhead travelling straight ahead
from Willis Street into Customhouse Quay. This
route was used by some services travelling to the
Railway Station. Today, this corner is undergoing
major redevelopment, however Stewart Dawson’s
is still in existence albeit a few doors further along
Lambton Quay.

Right: Here’s an example of a trolleybus using
the wires to Customhouse Quay as described
above. On the same day we see 68, one of
the second batch of thirty-three B.U.T.s,
heading straight ahead through the same
intersection and passing the long-time
incomplete shell of the legendary BNZ centre.
68 and its classmates were introduced in
1958 and have a more modern appearance.
This particular bus remained in service until
1984.
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Left: I struggled to identify this location so was grateful
for Michael’s help; it was taken en route to the city near
the Berhampore loop in February 1979. As you can see,
ads could end up being placed on most parts of the bus.
69 was the second of its class to be withdrawn, the first
being 63 in 1981.

Right: Back in the city centre and a photograph of
a very tidy looking 72 taken on 31 December
1981. The bus was in Victoria Street and about to
turn left into Manners Street while working a 3
from Seatoun to the Railway Station. The blue
truck is an early Mitsubishi model and behind the
trolleybus is a Triumph 2000. It is highly likely the
trio have long been scrapped!

Left: 83, one of the third batch of B.U.T.s to
arrive in Wellington, was captured by Michael
in Manners Street on 31 December 1981. It is
passing Brittain’s Pharmacy and nearing what
was known as Perrett’s Corner. There were
nineteen trolleybuses (82-100) in this third
batch introduced in 1964 with the last example
being withdrawn in 1986.

Right: 96 prepares to leave the terminus at Karori Park on 13
October 1981. The crane in the background marks the
construction of the supermarket which once stood at this
spot. That has since been demolished and blocks of town
houses now occupy the space. Little else has changed in the
background over the years.
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Above: On a gloomy 11 August 1981 Michael writes that he managed to capture the last example of the last generation of Wellington
B.U.T.s. 119 and its 19 classmates (101-119) were introduced in 1964. 119 is outbound in Lambton Quay outside the Kirkcaldie and Stains
(now David Jones) department store while working a 2 to Miramar. Of all the B.U.T.s featured in this photo-spread, 119 is the only one to
survive; it is in the care of the Omnibus Society but unfortunately no longer operational.

Left: How 119 appeared in preservation; on 14
August 2003 it was photographed at Karori depot
while taking part in the 100 Years of Electric Traction
event.
Photo: Graeme Inwood.

Right: On the previous day the trolleybus was busy (along
with other vehicles used in the event) to gives rides to the
public and enthusiasts. Here 119 is in the same location as
72 (seen on page 9) about to turn from Victoria Street
into Manners Street. Quite why the bus was showing
route 21 is a mystery as there was never a trolleybus
route with this number... but who cares, I remember it
being a very popular few days.
Photo: Alan Wickens.
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SPECIAL WORK 624 REMEMBERED
Continuing the series on special work that once graced the overhead in
Wellington. This month we feature Crossing 624, originally situated in Lambton
Quay at the intersection with Bowen Street. 624 affected trolleybuses turning
out of Bowen Street, or those travelling to the Interchange crossing the Route
3 traffic leaving Bowen Street.
*Switches started with the number 4, Merges with 5 and crossings with 6.

Above: To place the crossing into context, this is the view looking south along Lambton Quay at the intersection
with Whitmore Street (on the left) and Bowen Street (right). Crossing 624 is in the middle of the photograph. It
intersects with the overhead coming out of Bowen Street and the wires travelling across the intersection
travelling in the direction of the nearby Interchange.
Left: A pair of Volvos, led by 246 are
about to pass through the crossing on 3
June 2003. Both are travelling towards
their destination, the Railway Station
(Interchange).

Right: During the course of a day several hundred trolleybuses would
pass through crossing 624, either by travelling to the Interchange or
turning out of Bowen Street. On 24 May 2017, 335, wearing a side
advert for Subway BBQ Pulled Pork, travels through the crossing en
route to the Interchange. The Beehive and Cenotaph tower above the
trolleybus.

Left: 354 has just turned out of Bowen Street and is about to
negotiate crossing 624 as it works a Route 3 to Lyall Bay on 30
October 2017. In a little over 24 hours the wires would go silent
forever.
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Left: 365 and 382 on
Route 3 duties pass at
the intersection on 8
February 2013. The
CROSSING SLOW 15kph
plate warns drivers of
the special work ahead.
Of interest is that this
yellow plate still hangs
at this location despite it
being over two years
since a trolleybus passed
this way. It looks as if it
will remain a trolleybus
memory and an enigma
for other road users.

Right: Plate 624 is visible in this view of
the intersection. A Scania fire engine steals
a march on 386 as the pair leave the traffic
lights. This photograph was also taken on
the penultimate day of trolleybus
operation with 386 about to complete a
duty out to Newtown Park and back.

Left: The driver of 376 eases off the power
pedal as he approaches 624 (seen above the
centre of the trolleybus). The plate is just
visible. The overhead was taken down in
January 2018. The copper contact wire was
all recycled as were all reusable metal
fittings. However, plate 624 survived and
was kindly donated to me by Wellington
Cable Car Ltd and forms part of my small
collection of trolleybus memorabilia. 376,
like the rest of the Designline fleet remains
extant but it is only a matter of time before
these buses are disposed of. Unfortunately
space does not permit me to add one to my
collection!
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INTERCHANGE MEMORIES

Left: Two months before it
officially opened, work was
progressing on what was to
become Stop D at the
Interchange. On this wet Sunday,
26 January 2003 there was no
activity when Graeme Inwood
took this photograph. Note that
the trolleybus overhead had
been installed.

Right: On 13 June 2018, fifteen years later and another
damp day, the only electric bus working in the city was
former Designline trolleybus 361 which had been
converted to battery-powered operation. On this
occasion it was working some services to Seatoun on
Route 11. Just one month later Route 11, like some
others, would become history when the new bus
contracts kicked in and Tranzit took over a lot of the city
routes once operated by NZ Bus. There was a time when,
it was envisaged that the trolleybus fleet, on retirement,
would be converted to Wrightspeed technology, but sadly
that project came to nought and only 361 survived
operationally. Today it still plies between the Interchange
and Wellington Airport on some Airport Flyer duties and
remains a successful conversion.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MEMORIES OF MORNINGTON
Left: B.U.T. 109 lays over at Mornington terminus in May 1979.
The driver is yet to change the blinds. (This photo was provided
in response to the request last month from a reader).
Photo: James Duncan.

Right: On the final day of trolleybus operation in Wellington, 31
October 2019, 339 pulls up at the same spot. The bus has come from
Kingston where the overhead was extended to in 1987.
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DOUBLE TAKE

Red double-deckers are almost as famous as the landmarks in London. Retired vehicles can be found in many countries around the world.
Despite this bus having London Transport on its side it isn’t an authentic ex-London bus. On 1 November 2019, 1989 Leyland Olympian
9001 (imported to New Zealand in 2012) heads along Lambton Quay on a charter duty followed by 2008 CRRC electric 3705 working a
Tranzurban Route 1 service to Churton Park. The Olympian once worked for Badgerline in the Bristol (U.K.) area. Now part of the New
Zealand Coach Service fleet, the bus is known as The English Rose. It is a popular charter bus.

Right: Obtaining pairings of buses was not a difficult task in
Wellington as several routes travelled along the same corridor.
On 25 August 2005, Volvos 236 and 258 were following one
another in Courtenay Place, both en route to the Railway
Station. Note the road markings to alert drivers to the switch
that formed the outbound route separation; the left hand wires
via Hataitai to Kilbirnie and the right ones for services travelling
through Newtown.

Left: Two inbound Designlines, 337 and 355
pull away from the traffic lights in Manners
Street on 23 December 2010 just a month
after the street opened throughout to bus
traffic again. The area behind the buses had
been a pedestrian mall for many years. 337
became a long-term “casualty” at Kilbirnie
depot and is believed to have come off the
road in the middle of 2015, never to return.
Note the two sets of wires outbound at the
top of the photograph; the outer set being
used by trolleybuses travelling to Kingston or
Aro Street. Prior to the re-organisation of the
routes they travelled left to right across the
intersection.
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HERE AND THERE
Right: Surprisingly a few relics still remain to remind us that trolleybuses did in fact run in
Wellington. Already publicised is the SLOW 15kph yellow warning board near the bottom of Bowen
Street, a span wire with some fittings still attached just outside the Interchange and one of these
boards which was left in Elizabeth Street by the contractors taking down the trolleybus
infrastructure. On 1 November 2019 I found yet another of these boards in Manners Street next to
The Opera House. I find it hard to believe that in the two years since these boards were put up
around the city and suburbs I must have walked past this one at least a hundred times and not even
noticed it! One wonders just how long this board will stay there.

Left: Send for the glazier! Another panel in the glass
overhang at the Interchange has been smashed. I cannot
say for sure that it was caused by a bus but only buses pass
this location. 1 November 2019.

Left: There is still a shortage of bus
drivers in Wellington. Metlink has
begun a second “become a bus
driver” campaign. On 2 December
this 250 x 360mm ad appeared in
The Dominion Post.

Left and right: These two new ads for drivers (and the
example above) have also appeared on electronic
advertising panels in Lambton Quay. These examples were
being displayed in the disused bus shelter in Lambton
Quay by Stout Street.

Letter to The Dominion Post
8 December 2019

The contents of this letter suggest that the end is
fast approaching for the stored trolleybuses
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Left: The Let’s Get Wellington
Moving organisation (a joint
initiative of the City Council,
Regional Council and the NZ
Transport Agency) has embarked
on yet more consultation and has
placed messages on electronic
billboards in Lambton Quay. These
photographs were taken on 12
November 2019.

More information at:
https://lgwm.nz/
or https://www.transport.govt.nz/land/lgwm/

Above: The latest push to find more bus drivers has found its way on to the backs of buses as it did in the last promotion. Here are two of
the three new faces seen on the previous page; M.A.N. 2446, ironically on driving instruction at the Interchange and M.A.N. 2609 in
Lambton Quay while working to Lyall Bay. Both buses were at work on 12 November 2019.
Below: Work has begun on the earthquake strengthening of the Seatoun tunnel, once part of the Route 11 trolleybus route. The recently
installed traffic lights have now come into their own controlling traffic flow. On 13 November 2019, 2496 exits the tunnel on the eastern
side and 1435 enters from the western end. The work is expected to continue until August 2020.
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Left: Many visits have been made to Kilbirnie depot yet there’s
something new to discover every time. You will no doubt
recognise these metal contraptions which trolleybus poles hook
under when stowed. Why would two of these be separated from
the vehicle? There are two examples from which they were
removed; 361, the battery powered bus and 362, the bus chosen
for what became the failed Wrightspeed experiment. Both have
their fleet number inked on them. You can imagine my wife’s
reaction when I told her I had been offered one as a memento!

Right and below: As mentioned in Overhea(r)d, yet another protest
march disrupted bus services on 14 November when members of
the rural community held a 50 Shades of Green protest and
marched from Civic Square to Parliament. As is usual in these now
frequently held events, buses were diverted along Jervois Quay to
mostly rejoin their routes in Taranaki Street and Courtenay Place.

Right: Last month’s Overhea(r)d also mentioned the start of a new
trial of advertising by the GWRC on buses. ADL 4131 is possibly one
of the first to be adorned. It was photographed inside Kilbirnie
depot on 14 November 2019. No others have been seen to date.
Left: Not so very long ago the yard at Paraparaumu station would
have been well populated with Mana buses. Those heady days are
gone and on 15 November the large parking area was deserted.
Mana lost the Kāpiti coast contract to Uzabus in July 2018 and their
buses stop to the right of the station building. It is not known if
Mana own this valuable piece of land or what will become of it.
Probably the GWRC would like it for yet more car parking for its
train users.
Below: ADL500 7605, part of the Newlands fleet, was
photographed in Manners Street on a 52 to Johnsonville on 19
November 2019.
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Right: “Nice to Un-Meat You Wellington” reads the advertising currently on the
side of Tranzurban 3525. On 20 November 2019 it was being used for
transferring cruise ship passengers from the port to the city centre and in this
view is in Bunny Street. It was a case of vegan burgers meeting McDonald’s
hamburgers!
Below: Tranzurban appear to be using their EV double-deckers as much as
possible these days and it is not unusual to see numbers of them on consecutive
Route 1 services. On 22 November, Graeme Inwood was detailed 3702 for his
shift and here his bus is getting a “top up” in Reef Street, Island Bay. Incidentally,
parked behind and perhaps waiting for a turn of the charger is sister 3703.
Photo: Graeme Inwood.

Right: On 22 November advertising for bus drivers was being applied to the rear of Tranzurban
Optare 3014 at their Grenada depot. The procedure was hampered by the extremely strong
north westerly winds raking the yard. However within moments the sticky vinyl was attached
and new poster boy Mike was smiling to one and all from the rear of the bus. This of course is
one of Metlink’s own adverts. It is keen to get plenty of adverts on the buses it holds contracts
for as this provides revenue for the Regional Council which they say helps such things as keeping
bus fares down.
Left: They are not, however, willing to
ban alcohol adverts from the city’s buses
as Auckland Transport and operators in
Napier and Hastings have done. The
Regional Council permits twenty of their
approximately 460 buses to have such
advertising. They claim they do not
allow any buses with alcohol or fast food ads to be used on school bus routes.
Consisting of less than 5% of the fleet that can be available for alcohol promotion I
would have thought the Council would have scored more kudos to have made a
stand on such promotions considering alcohol-related harm is estimated to cost
New Zealand $5 billion per year. They say the ads contribute important revenue.
Jack Daniel’s bourbon is one of the current alcohol adverts being displayed as seen
on the rear of NZ Bus ADL 4186 photographed in Lambton Quay on 14 November
2019.

Right: There is currently a lot of work being undertaken on the
Hutt Valley railway line. Also double tracking between Trentham
and Upper Hutt will begin on 26 December; that job is expected
to take at least a year. In the meantime trains have been
sidelined so work can proceed unhindered, with buses replacing
trains for about five hours during the middle of the day.
Tranzurban 3454 stands at Platform 9 on 25 November before
taking passengers (normally on the 10.10 train) to Upper Hutt.
Note the display!

KILBIRNIE DEPOT – THEN AND NOW

Top: Kilbirnie depot in 1929 and (above) ninety years later on 14 November 2019. From tramcars to trolleybuses and no doubt soon this
landscape will once again change forever.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KILBIRNIE CRESCENT – THEN AND NOW
Spot the differences in these two views taken in Kilbirnie Crescent. On a wet 12 May 2017, 366 was working a 2 from Miramar to the
Railway Station. A fire in the building above the fish and chip shop early this year resulted in total demolition of the two premises. On 14
November M.A.N. 1428 passes the now vacant space on a 2 to Karori Park. Oh yes, and the overhead has long gone too.
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Your Comments and
Feedback
“So, two years have drifted by with UTW growing and getting more
international (Noted the 54 pages in August 2019) while the withdrawn
trolleybuses sit on "death row" awaiting their fate. There is a certain irony to it
all which the politicians are unable to find a solution to the transport problems in Wellington. UTW now has celebrities within its pages, Sir
Brian Souter and even The Beatles! Admittedly my jaunts into Europe this year has been under the wires but on the rails in Vienna and
Amsterdam as well as Blackpool and Crich in the U.K. However, Tom Douce, Russell Jenkins and Gunter Mackinger have given good
coverage on European trolleybus operation. Riga and Tallinn I now know well. Raid the archives for all the Wellington trolleybus views from
the good old days when common sense prevailed. Also I would like to put on record at two events attended recently, your name was
mentioned by people that have met you or know of the work you produce - small world. Why Wellington 82 had booms on separate wires is
a mystery and you certainly are not taught that in the Driving Experience. Also to expand on the London County Council No1 tramcar being
restored at Crich, it was known as "Bluebird" and was to be a prototype of a new fleet. London Transport came into being in 1933 and the
only new tramcars were the Felthams. The Chairman, Lord Ashfield, hated trams and the only solution was to convert to trolleybuses using
the existing infrastructure. Final conversion to motorbuses came in 1962 long after he passed away. Keep it all going, your recognition is
world-wide, Alan.” Phil Waters.
“You queried the photo on page 15 of “82’s pole on different wires.” I would suggest that for whatever reason 82 had stopped with its right
pole on the large “dead spot” of insulators. By simply moving the right pole onto the
live wire on the right, the driver could easily move ahead. This was easier than
pushing, although I have done some of that too. Vancouver’s Brill trolleys had no
reserve battery power, so we often had to be creative to extricate ourselves from
special work dead spots. When no live wires could be found, or a pole was stuck in the
overhead, we would push a trolley with another trolley, or sometimes using a diesel
bus. We had rectangular wood wheel blocks for parking on a hill, and these had a
short piece of retriever rope attached with a metal hook. This allowed the wheel
blocks to hang from the bumper to prevent damage. Here’s a shot for you from way
back in 1973 - not my bus, luckily. It was taken at West 4th Avenue at Cypress St. I
was driving my car in the area and came upon this scene, and took the photo and
gave the driver my contact info. A week later I received a call, and the transit
company requested the photo for legal purposes. The car driver was being difficult,
and this photo ended that problem.” Angus McIntyre.
“Congratulations on another excellent issue of UTW. The highlights for me were; Page 6 - Powerless!
The anti trolleybus brigade would have taken much delight in such an image. Page 7 - Under The
Wires At Crich. Page 8 - Changes in Chomutov. I visited this system in May, 2010. The enclosed photo
is of a Skoda 15Tr - note the body rust. Interestingly some of the switch signals here are located
above the switch, not behind. Page 9 - Holiday Memories from The Baltic States. Page 16 - Then and
Now in Willis Street. You make a good point Alan, regarding the lack of environmental credentials
displayed on trolleybuses during their 68 years and 4 months of operation in the city. Pages 18 and
19 - The article by Helen Ritchie and the Regional Council's annual report. If this was a school report,
it would be probably marked D-. Must do better, written in red. Page 22 - photo of 331. Your
comment at the end of the article says it all. Page 23 – A good suggestion by Phil Waters regarding
the name for Kilbirnie depot if housing is constructed there. However, would the council agree to a
name that would remind them of their folly (getting rid of trolleybuses)? Page 24 - Special work 589
Remembered. Page 25 - B.U.T. Memories. Interestingly, the photo of 108 was taken on a Sunday. San Francisco News - like Phil Waters and
Wayne Duncan, I have many fond memories of the ETI's. Pages 28/29 - Recalling The Days of Trolleybuses In Moxham Avenue, particularly
the photo of 387, also the comments alongside the photo of 353. Page 33 - Three Volvos in Victoria Street. Page 34 - I Remember When...
Dion's anecdotes.” Tom Douce.
“Many thanks indeed, once again for another excellent magazine. The photographic coverage is excellent, and I did love the front cover
photograph. The media coverage was once again very interesting, especially now the election has taken place. You must wonder just what
made them make the decision to end trolleybus operation, with a depot full of now redundant ELECTRIC buses when you see and read
about what is happening in the trolleybus world elsewhere. (Limoges, St. Etienne, Teplice, Praha, Arnhem, Esslingen Brno etc. Keep up the
good work.” Peter Blears.
“Many thanks for continuing to compose and send UTW; it is always a very good read. The balance of modern and historical articles and
New Zealand and worldwide news is great. You do an amazing job.” Andrew Henbest.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: Here is a photo of the completed advertisement for bus drivers (as seen being applied on page 18).
Grenada-based Tranzurban 3124 was on rail replacement duties on 28 November 2019 and pictured having
just arrived at Wellington station’s Platform 9.
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MORE ON THE ‘LOOKALIKES’
Last month’s feature on the Designline “lookalikes” stimulated some reader reaction which helps give further insight into the topic. Firstly,
David Donald commented: “There were/are in total 13 x MAN 16.240s in a
series starting at 1001. Around 2008, NZ Bus had bought out Whangarei Bus
services, also known as Adams Buses. Ten new buses were built for Whangarei
around 2008 and an extra three came to Wellington for use on the Airport Flyer.
After short use on that service one was allocated to Cityline and two went to
Runcimans. Whangarei and Runcimans were both lumped together and became
Northbus. Later, Ritchies bought Whangarei Buses and kept 1001 to 1010. As is
now known 1011, 1012 and 1013 have stayed with NZ Bus and been transferred
to Tauranga to be used as school buses.”
Right: 1010 at Kilbirnie depot on 11 June 2008 in Northbus colours. There’s
great similarity with the Designline trolleybus prototypes, 302/3.
Photo: Graeme Inwood.

Left: 1011 at Kilbirnie depot on 9 July 2008. Graeme
Inwood remarks: “They came from Designline painted
purple and then went straight into the spray booth for a
quick repaint into orange. They were needed urgently for
Airport Flyer duties while three extra Scanias where built
for the work. Following their short time on the Flyer they
were then repainted purple again.”
Below: 1013 outside the paint spray booth at Kilbirnie
depot on 9 July 2008. Photos: Graeme Inwood.

Left: Now in its Runciman ownership and again painted purple, 1013
was on train replacement duties on a wet 20 July 2014 and was
photographed by Graeme Inwood at Wellington Station. Knowing
Graeme as I do I have no doubts he was about to drive this bus.
Left: The Designline "trolleybus" body was also used on both two and
three-axle diesels in Wellington and Auckland. Some were also
exported to Australia and operate with Ventura Bus Lines in
Melbourne. NZ Bus had sixty-eight of these buses built that were
equipped with Scania K280UB6 engines. For a time, Go Wellington
had twelve of these buses in their fleet, 2112-2123, but they were
later all transferred to NZ Bus duties in Auckland. Graeme
commented that all the 2100 fleet had a rear escape hatch but as
passengers kept hitting their heads on them they were removed and
covered over. On 4 April 2009 Graeme was photographed in
Maginnity Street, Wellington when he was driving 2116 on a
wedding charter trip. He has to qualify as one of the smartest bus
drivers I have ever seen! Photos: Graeme Inwood.
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Designline 2111 definitely off-route! On 13 July 2009 it was being used for a long-distance charter and is seen here taking a break on the
oddly named Desert Road in the centre of North Island. Photo: Graeme Inwood.
Left: Other “lookalikes” were the twenty
Volvo B7RLE buses, numbered 1901-1920,
used exclusively by NZ Bus in Auckland.
These were a single rear-axle bus, all built in
2007. As you will have noticed, Designline
would have been busy building not only
these, but the trolleybus fleet and also the
2100 series buses all about the same time.
1915 was on The Link circuit around the city,
centre, Parnell and Newmarket on 26
January 2008. Note the advertisement on its
side for Lindaeur sparkling wine. It rather
spoils the attractive livery. Auckland
Transport, the operating arm for buses in
New Zealand’s largest city, no longer accepts
alcohol advertising on its buses.
Photo: Alan Wickens.

Right and below: Finally, returning to the subject matter that interests us most, the
Designline-bodied trolleybus. On 9 July 2013, two-axle prototype 302 was photographed
approaching the Interchange with a group of trainee drivers aboard. Three-axle 331 and
332 pass in The Parade, Island Bay on 16 December 2014. Photos: Alan Wickens.

Designline was initially based at Ashburton but later moved
to Rolleston, south of Christchurch. In late May 2011,
Designline was placed in receivership. The company name
was
later
changed
to
Global
Bus
Ventures.
https://www.globalbusventures.co.nz/
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VLADIMIR QUARTET

These four photographs
were taken by Melburnian,
Rod Watson in August
2016. Rod visited the
U.S.S.R. and in particular
Vladimir which is situated
about two hours out of
Moscow.
Unfortunately,
Rod doesn’t have details of
the buses so maybe our
readership can rise to the
challenge.

Trolleybus routes in the city are numbered 1, 2 4, 5, 7 and 8.
All buses operate between 05.00 and midnight. Tickets are
sold by the conductor.

Right: 177, thought to be a ZIU682G.
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MORE MEMORIES FROM DION
I have fond memories of driving in Wellington preferring the number 3 route on straight shifts with one permanent shift that I had being
a.m. Lyall Bay and p.m. Seatoun. These were good long runs with plenty of people contact. I had quite an accident in B.U.T. 119 in
Constable Street. The bus was new and had faulty brakes which locked on the rear wheels coming down the hill by Daniel Street. The bus
took to a slide hitting a post with the left rear and ending in Wardell’s car park which I believe is now a Bumper store or similar. Fortunately
being a week-day afternoon there were few passengers who were all sitting on the right side of the bus so there were no injuries and little
traffic; the only damage being a trashed bus. W.C.C.T. being very caring employers got another trolley over the hill to me to carry on with
the shift. Thinking back this was a good move as it didn’t allow the nerves and doubts to take over. I waited for the call upstairs to Bill
Andrew’s office for a reprimand. I waited and waited with no communication from the transport gods. I
heard much later that rear brake lock was a known fault on 101-119 which was being repaired as able. I
think that 109 was the first that actually had an accident of this type with remedies from then being
prompt.
When I had that accident I had another driver in the bus sitting on the impact side but up front by me. Ted
crapped himself, in that his eyes were popping. He couldn’t talk for a while after and the trembles made
him look like a bender victim. I was lucky that Ted was on the bus as he was an excellent witness
regarding faulty brakes. A couple of drivers had voiced concerns previously which were noted but no
action taken. Think at that time the brakes were grabbing. Among my hobbies are Citroen cars. I was well
known in Wellington back then for my Citroen collection. Attached is a photo of my French built 1951 Big
15 taken several years ago as restoration was finished. I’m in the red jersey with the shiny dome. I have
many happy memories for bus training and later driving with friends that I’d made but unfortunate in
that we all go different ways and lose touch. With that part of life being so long ago I would expect that
some haven’t survived.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAINTAINING THE WIRES
Much of the focus of Under the Wires is on the
trolleybuses, not on the wires themselves.
However, without the skills and expertise of the
linemen those buses wouldn’t have been able
to continue operating. In February 1979,
Michael Jarka took these fascinating
photographs of a WCT Bedford tower wagon
engaged on overhead relocation work outside
the (then) Kilbirnie Post Office on the corner of
Bay and Rongotai Roads. How times changed
over the years with the development of far
higher safety standards. The crew are just kitted
out in overalls as they work high above the
ground. The buildings in the background no
longer survive; it is unlikely the truck does
either.

Right: 910 was a 1968 Bedford TK tower
wagon. The truck is positioned in the
intersection – Rongotai Road passing left
to right through the photograph.
Another WCT vehicle can just be
glimpsed in the background. Safety
harnesses, high visibility clothing and
helmets were still things workers would
use in the future.
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A Designline trolleybus turning out of Caledonia Street into Calabar Road dwarfed by a R.N.Z.A.F. Boeing 757 taking to the skies at Wellington
Airport. This stunning photograph was taken by D.L.A Turner on 11 June 2012. David recalls: “Getting this image involved several sessions
standing foolishly in the middle of Caledonia Street complete with camera with trolleybus and no plane, and plane and but no trolleybus…”
His patience eventually paid off! The half moon adds yet another dimension to the photograph.
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Two more evocative images from D.L.A. Turner which he believes date from circa 1965; B.U.T.s from the first batch from this
supplier and introduced in 1954. 34 is pictured descending Carlton Gore Road, Roseneath while working a Route 14 to Wadestown.
36 was captured in Grafton Road, further back along the same route toward Hataitai. Somewhat puzzling is the Route 12 showing
on 36’s blind. 12 was the route to Northland, however perhaps a reader can comment on this as we look back over fifty years.
Note the City Inner Route and City Outer Route plates that were common for the time, plus the shiny black bumpers.
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THE GREAT KILBIRNIE SELL-OFF
Kilbirnie bus depot (and formerly a tram depot) was once owned by Wellington City Council. In 1997 the Council
announced it wanted to sell a number of its assets, including the bus depot which at the time was leased to Stagecoach,
the then operators of Wellington’s bus services. While nothing happened immediately, the matter re-surfaced in 1999
when the 3.2ha site was put up for public tender with a government valuation of $4.59 million. There were fears at the
time that if Stagecoach didn’t retain the site then another home for their buses would have to be found, that is if one could
even be located. The spectre of higher bus fares was raised if a new home had to be found. It was suggested that the
nearest available site would be at Seaview in the Hutt Valley. “The thought of 190 empty buses convoying in and out of the
city in rush-hour traffic each day is too stupid to even think about” said Stagecoach managing director Ross Martin at the
time. “It would almost certainly be the end of the trolleybus service. The cost of setting up trolleybus wires to a new depot
site will be prohibitive.” In November 1999, the Wellington City Council accepted a joint bid by Stagecoach and Ryman
Healthcare in a deal worth more than $7 million. The result was that Ryman would build a $30 million retirement complex
on a third of the site (on predominantly the open-air bus parking
area that bordered Onepu Road, Coutts Street and Ross Street)
while Stagecoach would retain the rest of the property that
included most of the bus barns. Demolition of Barn 1 began in
April that year although buses continued to be parked as usual on
the now sold area until the end of May 2000. The photos tell the
rest of the story.

Above: Advertising for the 3.2 hectare site placed at the
corner of Coutts Street and Onepu Road. It was certainly a
very rare opportunity for such a large prime parcel of land to
become available. Meanwhile this continued to be the main
parking area for the city’s trolleybus fleet.
Right: 248 (nearest the camera) together with 222 and 224
(plus many other Volvos) stand in Kilbirnie depot open yard
in September 1999. This exit led into Onepu Road.

Left: What an over-arching sight! I wonder if any bus driver
walked down this “aisle” underneath an array of trolley
poles to celebrate his or her marriage? Volvos as far as the
eye can see in this view from Onepu Road exit through to
Ross Street entrance in the background. October 1999.
Below: A photograph that appeared in The Dominion on 18
November 1999. Developers had ideas of not only a
retirement village for the site, but a retail complex and
townhouses. One proposal was to house 100 Stagecoach
buses on part of the ground floor of their development
(imagine the noise should there be apartments above!).
The arrows mark the number one barn (later to be
demolished) and the bus park yard.

Photos: The late Markus Lang collection.
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Left: By May 2000, demolition of the number one barn
was well advanced and while all this activity was taking
place it was surprising that some buses continued to be
parked on the rest of the site. This view was taken from
Ross Street.

Right: The Evening Post of 26 September 2000 showed progress at the site.

Above and right: Five months progress! In May 2000 the yard was still active with buses,
yet by October that year concrete slabs were being erected. These two photos were
taken from the same spot in Ross Street – note the MR12 identifier on the traction pole
and the road numbers, 5 and 6, still on the old yard gate.
Below: Development continues apace and by December 2000 this was how the new Rita
Angus retirement village complex was looking. This is the view from the corner of Coutts
and Ross Streets. The non-route one way overhead can be seen leading to the rear of the
depot. Photos: The late Markus Lang collection.

Below: A similar view on 6 June 2002. It is hard to
picture this once being a large bus yard.
Photo: Graeme Inwood.

OUCH!

Left: Staying a little longer in Kilbirnie we encounter Volvo 218
looking rather sorry for itself in the pole department. 218 was en
route to Miramar along Rongotai Road on 20 March 2002. For the
record, both its poles should have been on the left pair of wires
but it appears that one of them has ended up on the route to Lyall
Bay and somewhat bent from its normal shape!

Right: Another service to Miramar worked by
208 has arrived on the scene but cannot
proceed with yet another Volvo bringing up the
rear and blocking the road completely.

Left: The situation soon escalated from bad to
worse with the eastbound lane of Rongotai Road
totally blocked! The switch in the top right
corner of the photograph was probably the
cause of the mishap. The inbound switch can also
be clearly seen. This separated Route 2 (which
kept ahead and turned right into Bay Road) from
Routes 3 and 11 which moved on to the inner set
of wires and continued ahead towards Newtown.

Right: A bit of ‘muscle’ was needed to remedy the
situation and fortunately with Kilbirnie depot only a
couple of hundred metres away it wasn’t far for the
shiftman truck to get to the scene. With the poles
stowed, or is that sort of stowed, the truck pushes the
errant 218 off towards Kilbirnie rather than Miramar.
Photos: The late Markus Lang collection.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE MEDIA
A never-ending story
by Lindsay Shelton
What went wrong? Last year Let’s Get Wellington Moving said it would announce a
recommended programme for Wellington transport improvements in the middle of this
year. But instead, 18 months later, they’re starting another round of consultation. Asking
again what we want – though we already told them in considerable detail during two
months of consultation two years ago. And it’s not as if they don’t know. They’ve been
telling us (several times) what we have told them. Here’s what they said in March last year. Then three months later they told us the same
results again. Four months before the consultation began two years ago, LGWM claimed to have solutions – 150 of them, it told us – to get
Wellington moving. (Has anyone seen any of these solutions being carried out?) Six months before it announced all those solutions, it had
been running workshops, “for the community to provide insight.” And let’s not forget that at the start of 2017 they’d been given 10,000
public responses telling them what was wrong with transport in Wellington. Yet none of this flood of information has been enough for
them to decide what we want or what we need. Hence another round of consultation, with no results till next year. That’ll be more than
five years since they started consulting us.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 11 November 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=123554#more-123554
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The public transport myth
by Conor Hill
Many Wellingtonians have (or, prior to bustastrophe, had) a smug view of our public transport system. It was seen as pretty useful. In
reality it always been poor if compared to a half decent European city. Instead of comparing ourselves to good exemplars, we look at other
New Zealand cities which have appalling public transport, and measure ourselves by that woeful standard. It’s a recipe for mediocrity.
From where I live, I can get a bus into town only every half hour at most times during the week, and travelling from my home to either of
my nearest suburban centres by public transport is almost impossible. If I want to catch a bus and a train, I have to carry cash and a
snapper card. This was all true both before and after bustastrophe. Doing anything other than peak hour commuting from a suburb to the
city is pretty terrible.The worst bit about this is that Auckland is fast catching us, and within ten years will have better public transport
than Wellington. Auckland’s bus network redesign has mostly worked, boosting patronage. Auckland has one massive project and three
significant new public transport infrastructure investments. These are the city rail link, the eastern busway, the northern busway
extension, and ongoing station upgrades (Puhinui being the most recent $60 million announcement). This millennium Auckland has
completed Britomart, the northern busway and integrated ticketing as well as rail electrification. Wellington’s only major investment has
been electrification of the rail network, paid for by central government I think. Integrated ticketing seems to be an ongoing mess, and
getting some kind of mass transit from the cbd through to our southern and eastern suburbs is a never ending battle. All of this adds up. In
the past 10 or 15 years, public transport patronage per capita in Auckland has almost doubled, while in Wellington any increase has been
fairly marginal. While there’s no shortage or worthy potential investments in Wellington – increased bus frequency, light rail to the
airport, electrification to Otaki, integrated ticketing – there appears to be limited desire or ability in Wellington to do these. Auckland is
totally destroying Wellington in the public transport sphere. Our public transport is stagnating, while Auckland’s is transforming. While
Auckland is by no means a finished product, Wellington acts like one, and it is to our detriment. The first step to fixing this stagnation and
mediocrity is accepting that it exists, and did so prior to bustastrophe.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 14 November 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=123724#more-123724
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LGWM seeking specialists to advise them on mass rapid transit and highway changes
Press Release – Let’s Get Wellington Moving
Contracts for the next stage of engineering, design, and planning work on the two largest projects in Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM)
have gone out for tender. LGWM Programme Director Andrew Body says this is a big step forward for the $6.4 billion programme as it
develops a multi-modal transport system that will move more people with fewer vehicles. “At its heart, Let’s Get Wellington Moving seeks
to deliver a multi-modal transport system that moves more people with fewer vehicles. Mass rapid transit will transform Wellington’s
public transport network and help shape a more compact and sustainable city and region,” says Mr Body. The business case for mass rapid
transit will inform decisions about the type of mass rapid transit (mode) and the preferred route. The business case for the state highway
improvements project will identify preferred options for the Basin Reserve and an extra Mt Victoria tunnel. “We need specialists with a
strong understanding of what it takes to get things done in Wellington, combined with international expertise in planning, design and
implementation of mass rapid transit. “We’re looking for innovation in planning and design, including opportunities to enhance spaces for
the community. We’ll also ensure the special character of the Basin Reserve is preserved. “The estimated combined investment in mass
rapid transit and state highway improvements will be $3 billion. This will be a once-in-a-generation investment in Wellington’s transport
network. With an investment of this scale we must ensure we get it right. “We need to determine the most appropriate route and type of
mass rapid transit, and how it integrates with the wider transport system, particularly the bus network, and other projects in the
programme including the state highways package. “The state highways package will investigate which improvements at the Basin Reserve
will provide the best outcomes for the transport network and the community. It will also investigate the extra Mt Victoria tunnel, and how
the wider transport system will operate with these improvements. “Our plan is large, complex, and ambitious. With projects as big as
these, we need to investigate and plan carefully at the start. We’ll be working closely with our partners, stakeholders, and the community
as we design each project,” says Mr Body. The tenders close on 23 December and will be awarded in the new year. The initial business
case work is expected to be completed by early 2021. LGWM is a partnership between the Wellington City Council, Greater Wellington
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Regional Council, and the NZ Transport Agency. LGWM’s vision is to build a great harbour city, accessible to all, with attractive places,
shared streets, and efficient local and regional journeys. To realise this vision, the programme is focused on moving more people with
fewer vehicles.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 14 November 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=123745
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LGWM looks for more advice
by Lindsay Shelton
Let’s not get carried away by today’s LGWM announcement that they are seeking contractors for the next stage of engineering, design and
planning work for Wellington’s mass rapid transit and a second Mt Victoria Tunnel. Keep reading and you discover that this “big step
forward” (their words) is only for business cases:
“The business case for mass rapid transit will inform decisions about the type of mass rapid transit (mode) and the preferred route.
“The business case for the state highway improvements project will identify preferred options for the Basin Reserve and an extra Mt
Victoria tunnel.
I had to read the announcement twice before I realised that they aren’t actually making plans yet. They want people to do some more
research and then tell them what the plans should be:
“We need to determine the most appropriate route and type of mass rapid transit, and how it integrates with the wider transport system,
particularly the bus network, and other projects in the programme including the state highways package.
“The state highways package will investigate which improvements at the Basin Reserve will provide the best outcomes for the transport
network and the community. It will also investigate the extra Mt Victoria tunnel, and how the wider transport system will operate with
these improvements. The business case work is not expected to be completed till early in 2021. And whoever gets the job of writing the
mass rapid transit business case, they’ll have to pay attention to details which seem to have been decided already, as specified on LGWM’s
website:
Mass transit will improve travel choice through the city with attractive public transport on a second spine along the waterfront quays.
Mass transit will help shape a more compact and sustainable city and region. Mass transit will be part of the wider public transport
network, with:
High frequency services (every 10 minutes or less)
Modern, high capacity electric vehicles with superior ride quality
Fast loading and unloading
Dedicated lanes with signal priority
High quality stations with level boarding
At the same time, LGWM is also trying to decide what to do on the Golden Mile – but for this work they aren’t seeking anyone to write a
business case. Instead they want advice from the public. Cheaper of course. One way or another, there’s still no sign of urgency about
getting the city moving.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 14 November 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=123751#more-123751
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wheels slowly starting to move on Wellington's $6.4 billion transport revamp
The wheels are slowly beginning to turn on Wellington's $6.4 billion transport revamp, with contracts for design work put out for tender.
The Let's Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) group put tenders out on Thursday for planning and design work for a proposed mass transit
system and Mt Victoria and Basin Reserve tunnels. A solution for the congested Basin Reserve roundabout on State Highway 1 is said to to
include a tunnel under Sussex St, while the extra Mt Victoria tunnel would run adjacent to the existing two-lane tunnel. Those projects are
not due to be completed until after 2029, although Wellington Mayor Andy Foster has said he will fight to bring that work forward. Work
on a proposed mass transit system between Wellington Railway Station and Newtown is scheduled to being by 2024, with construction of
an extension to the airport to begin by 2029. LGWM programme director Andrew Body said tenders were now out for engineering, design
and planning work for the three projects. Contracts would be awarded next year, with early business case work hoped to start by early
2021. "We need specialists with a strong understanding of what it takes to get things done in Wellington, combined with international
expertise in planning, design and implementation of mass rapid transit. "We're looking for innovation in planning and design, including
opportunities to enhance spaces for the community. We'll also ensure the special character of the Basin Reserve is preserved." The total
cost for the three projects was expected to be about $3 billion, Body said. "Our plan is large, complex, and ambitious. With projects as big
as these, we need to investigate and plan carefully at the start. We'll be working closely with our partners, stakeholders, and the
community as we design each project."
Source: Stuff. 14 November 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/117430476/wheels-slowly-starting-to-move-on-wellingtons-64billion-transport-revamp
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Commenting by clicking
by Lindsay Shelton
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LGWM has emailed me, saying they need my help. They’re not asking me to write a business case. But they want me to “have my say” on
the Golden Mile. So of course I responded, accepting their invitation by clicking on their link. Immediately a message told me that LGWM
would love my feedback. Nice that they’re so optimistic, and nice to be made welcome, even before they know what I’m going to say. But
it’s not feedback according to the usual system. There is a page of instructions. You have to zoom into a map, click and hold an icon, drag it
on to the map, and then (somehow?) add your thoughts if they fit into one of the iconised categories.
And the map is a crowded one. I decided to check what other people were saying on the crowded map.
This was the first comment that I found:
There is so much clutter on this map that I cannot see the underlying planned designations. Can you
please provide a clean copy so that more people can add their comments? There is no need to anchor all
comments on the map.
Agree with that. There was however another choice, allowing you to avoid the map with its dragged
icons. But talk about a putdown:
If you’d prefer to write your ideas down the old fashioned way, you can fill out the feedback form below,
or contact us via email, post or phone.
The old fashioned form is specific about what it wants us to write about:
What improvements would you like to see on the Golden Mile to improve bus reliability, and to make it a
more attractive and safer place for people walking and on bikes?
What’s working well, or what’s not, for you if you’re walking, on a bus or on a bike, anywhere along the
Golden Mile?
Do you have any other comments about the allocation of road space or the kerbside on the Golden Mile?
There’s also one topic that we aren’t allowed to ask for.
There are some things we can’t change, like the Golden Mile being a key route for buses.
And then a slight crack in the bossiness:
… but there is a lot we can do to make it a safer and more pleasant place to walk, shop and dine.
Not that I had been thinking of dining on the noisy, diesel-polluted streets of the Golden Mile. And though they are asking for advice,
LGWM already have a lot of ideas for changes. So many that you wonder why they need our input.
Over time, you could see signal improvements, bus stop improvements, wider footpaths, and more high quality spaces for people to enjoy.
There will also be changes to the layout of street space to help more people travel along the Golden Mile in fewer vehicles. We will explore
options such as increasing the space for bus lanes, adding pedestrian crossings, and reducing the time people wait at pedestrian crossings.
Reducing the number of side street intersections on the Golden Mile could be included in the proposal.
All good. But they started collecting our input five years ago. And now they say they aren’t going to decide what to do till the end of next
year. Which means that work won’t be starting till 2021. So it’s a case of Let’s Get Wellington Moving – but not yet.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 15 November 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=123717#more-123717
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Airport Flyer, the bus that does not always turn up
Susan Scott has stopped catching the Airport Flyer, after being forced to make a barefoot
dash to catch a train and then her flight. A user of the service for six years, she recently
wrote to NZ Bus outlining her frustration. "With regards to future travel on the Airport Flyer,
I won't be risking it. I will take my car and pay. Another car on the road and less patronage
of public transport." Chief commercial officer Scott Thorne said NZ Bus was focusing on
hiring more drivers and was committed to improving the performance of the Flyer. It was
talking to the regional council and Wellington Airport to reinvigorate the service and return
to using the Real Time information and Snapper ticketing systems. "We are working closely
with both parties and are hopeful of positive outcomes from these discussions." Hutt South
MP Chris Bishop said the service needed an urgent overhaul and he had started an online
petition and was running a campaign, Fix the Flyer, to get the service taken over by the
Greater Wellington Regional Council. Bishop said he heard stories like Scott's all the time,
including someone paying $100 for a taxi, and he was appalled that such an important part
of the public transport network was so unreliable. Council chair Daran Ponter said he
understood the frustration over the service but said it was a commercial contract between
Wellington Airport and NZ Bus. The rules did not allow the regional council to subsidise a
service, if there was an existing commercial operation. The contract is due for renewal next
year but he said the regional council would not take it over. He was, however, keen to see the service improved. The Flyer did not appear
on the Real Time system that tells commuters when a bus will arrive and he said that needed to change. Wellington Airport spokesperson
Greg Thomas agreed the service could be better. "We know how important a reliable Airport Flyer is for travellers to and from the airport
and we understand why passengers are frustrated with the quality of service. "NZ Bus are aware of our expectation that they deliver a
reliable service for travellers and we've had discussions on how to improve this." That will not, however, get Scott to use the Flyer again.
Her nightmare began when she tried to catch a 9am flight. "I waited and waited at Queensgate - of course now the Airport Flyer is no
longer allowed to be displayed on the timetable displays (what a ridiculous and uncooperative decision that is) - the bus never arrived."
She made a panicked phone call and was told the driver was not working that day and her best bet was a taxi. "I took my shoes off and ran
all the way back to my car in Woburn, jumped in and raced up Knight's Road, parked, jumped out of the car still in bare feet and ran all the
way through the Waterloo underground, up the other side and waited six minutes for a train." She rang for a taxi to meet her at
Wellington Station and made her flight but said she would never use the Flyer again.
Source: Stuff. 17 November 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/117362985/the-airport-flyer-the-bus-that-does-not-always-turn-up
Photo: 2507 in Molesworth Street on 19 November 2019 en route to Lower Hutt. In the background is Wellington Cathedral. Alan Wickens.
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MP launches campaign to fix the Airport Flyer
News from NZ National Party
MP for Hutt South Chris Bishop has today launched a campaign to “Fix the Flyer”, calling on the Wellington Regional Council, NZ Bus and
Wellington Airport to work together to fix the Airport Flyer service from the Hutt to Wellington Airport. “The Airport Flyer service is an
important service for the Hutt, with buses running directly through the airport through Wellington City, but in recent months I’ve had
many complaints to my office about the standard of the service. The Flyer no longer appears on the Metlink website, or on the real-time
information boards, so people turning up to the bus stop have no idea how far away the bus is. “The reliability of the service has also
deteriorated. I’ve had lots of stories of people having to jump into expensive taxis from the Hutt to get to the airport because they’re
worried about missing their flight when the bus doesn’t show up. On top of this, the service no longer accepts Snapper – only credit cards
and cash. “The Flyer was a service the Hutt was proud of and it can be again. I’m calling on the GWRC, NZ Bus and the Airport to work
together with me to “Fix the Flyer.” With the current contract for the Flyer coming to an end next year, and a new Regional Council just
elected, now is the time for action. “It’s simple. The Flyer should be on the real-time information boards, accept Snapper, and be reliable.”
“People can sign-up to show support for fixing the Flyer at www.fixtheflyer.co.nz. The more signatures, the better. It’s time to Fix the
Flyer!”
Source: Wellington Scoop. 18 November 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=123840
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Face to face: two councils meet to plan close working relationship
News from WCC
Wellington Mayor Andy Foster says the Wellington City Council looks forward to a close working relationship with the Wellington Regional
Council as they tackle issues facing the city. The two councils met today so that new and old Councillors, and senior management, could
meet face to face. “There’s a lot of new faces on both sides of the table and our newly elected Councillors know we will need to work well
together on problems facing the city,” Mayor Foster says. “We are very keen to do that. We are working together with the New Zealand
Transport Agency to seek feedback on Golden Mile priorities and CBD speed limits right now, and initially we will be focusing a lot on
public transport. “Early in the New Year we will be engaging together on bus priority – we know Wellingtonians want action, and that’s
what we aim to deliver. I look forward to a productive relationship and delivering for Wellingtonians with GWRC.” Regional Council
Chairman Daran Ponter echoed the Mayor’s sentiments, saying a number of initiatives, regionally and across the city, could only be
achieved with the two councils working together on joint solutions. “It was great to hear from Councillors from both sides on what success
looks like for ratepayers going forward. “The city has a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity with Let’s Get Wellington Moving, and it is up to
both councils to bring it to life and help transform how people live, move around and connect to the regions in the very near future,” says
Cr Ponter.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 18 November 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=123826
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Driver shortages continue to sting Wellington bus services
Efforts to bring back buses and ease public transport pressures on Wellington's system are being paralysed by a driver shortage. It's been
three weeks since Greater Wellington Regional Council chairman Daran Ponter promised to fix Wellington's public transport system but
the number of bus services cancelled every day has been stagnant since August. The city was 35 drivers short, Ponter said, and while that
number had dropped from about 70 earlier this year there weren't enough drivers to support the capital's bus network. Tramways Union
secretary Kevin O'Sullivan predicted suspensions would worsen, calling the damage caused by changes introduced in July 2018 "almost
irreversible". "I can pretty-well guarantee there will be no short-term improvement. It's symptomatic of a very sick industry."
O'Sullivan said there was no easy answer to the wad of issues that faced bus drivers – from shortages, contract conditions and tender
processes. "It's a complete mess. There's so much that needs to be done. The cost is huge. Everyone is hamstrung as to what to do."
However, Ponter was a little more optimistic. He believed the council was on the right track, working with stakeholders to increase the
number of drivers. He said there were 50 new drivers in training but t only about half of drivers made it through the system. Despite that,
he said Wellington could be fully-operative in the New Year and if the number of drivers was made up it could then look at removing its
suspended bus services. "We've put more effort into encouraging drivers into bus-driving careers but we are also talking with the
government about the measures that may need to be taken nationally to provide better pathways [for drivers]." While it appears on
Metlink's website the number of suspensions had risen to 62 in a matter of months, that was made up of 21 NZ Bus service suspensions
and 35 from Tranzurban. The rest were linked to contracts held by other parties like taxi vans. Metlink listed the temporary suspensions of
a number routes, effective as at October 14 while another 15 services were reinstated– five from route 29 and scatterings for others such
as 19e and 26. The majority of the cancelled buses have been scrapped from peak-hour times and add to the cancellation of 21 NZ Bus
services announced in February. "We've worked towards only suspending trips that have capacity to take customers on the following or
preceding bus ... operators may cancel additional trips depending on availability of drivers," the Metlink website said. Ponter said the
council had agreed to the providers swapping out services and reviving others to avoid "ad hoc cancellations on a daily basis". The driver
shortage was not a regional issue but a national one which the council was working to alleviate. The Regional Council will consider further
changes to the bus system when it next meets on December 12, based on its public consultation in relation to issues such as cancellations,
transfers and additional services.
Source: Stuff: 19 November 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/117495820/driver-shortages-continue-to-sting-wellington-busservices
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Behind the scenes at Let's Keep Wellington Motionless
Dave Armstrong
There were wild scenes at the Let's Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) offices yesterday when it was discovered that one of the transport
planners had their birthday. The tradition for a LGWM birthday celebration has been for a staff shout at the pub after work. However,
LGWM officials brought to the attention of the revellers the difficulty of this situation. Not only would up to 10 staff walking to a pub after
work greatly increase pedestrian congestion in the CBD, but such is the unreliability of the bus and train networks that revellers would
face getting home very late and may not be able to eat dinner and read the kids a bedtime story by 8.30pm. The staff member in question
decided to ditch the after-work shout and suggested instead putting on a staff morning tea that he would pay for. This cost-neutral
solution was greeted with enthusiasm by management – until they carried out a risk assessment and identified some major worries. Sticky
buns could not only lead to obesity for those staff members who don't use active transport modes, but could also present a choking risk.
LGWM has put a moratorium on consuming chokeable food at morning tea until all staff have undergone training in administering the
Heimlich manoeuvre. Though cream doughnuts would support the country's agricultural industry, they would create problems for staff
with high cholesterol. It was also acknowledged that, while kumara muffins were wonderfully bicultural, the high gluten content could be
harmful to those with coeliac disease and allergies. LGWM management then presented four options for the morning tea and invited staff
to engage and vote: a) a salad roll and a cupcake; b) two salad rolls and no cupcakes; c) two cupcakes and no salad roll; d) an all-expensespaid trip to London to have high tea at the Ritz. Amazingly, the trip to London was the most popular with staff, but LGWM management
were worried about both the cost and climate change implications. At this stage local mayors and regional councillors were invited to
engage and they all agreed that a cupcake and salad roll was the most sensible and cost-effective option. However, NZTA thought a fluffy
apple turnover from the lovely cake shop by the Basin Reserve would be cheaper and taste better than expensive cupcakes. But an appeal
by local residents to the Environment Court saw the Basin Reserve Turnover option taken off the table and put into the (compostable)
rubbish bin. Transport Minister Phil Twyford also supported the cupcake-and-roll option, describing it as "balanced and sensible".
However, Associate Transport Minister Julie Anne Genter was unimpressed. Though she didn't mind LGWM staff having a cupcake, she
wrote a letter to Twyford saying staff must eat the cupcake after the salad roll and not before, otherwise they would spoil their dinner.
There were rumours that the rolls-and-cupcake issue got so heated that it could have led to a breakup of the coalition government.
Meanwhile, Shane Jones said that anyone who didn't like cupcakes was a "big jerk". National MPs Chris Bishop and Nicola Willis, who both
prefer to eat dessert before their main course, called for Genter to immediately release her cupcake letter to Twyford, but she refused. A
request to the Ombudsman, who quite likes cupcakes, ruled that, although Genter didn't have to release her letter, she should point out
why she believes it's better to eat nutritional savouries before high-calorie sweet cakes. Many people have accused LGWM of dithering
and causing paralysis by engagement and consultation over the morning tea shout, but it emphatically denies this. "We are people of
action," said acting external relations manager TB Confirmed, "and to show this we are immediately calling for tenders to write the
business case to appoint a committee who will select tenders for baking the food that will form part of the LGWM Morning Tea Solution
(LGWMMTS), as it is now called. "We've created an expensive website with pretty graphics designed by a very talented 11-year-old to help
us find out what Wellingtonians really think would be the best morning tea shout." LGWM is confident that the options will be available
for public vote by December 2020, an action plan sorted by November 2021 and the cupcakes and rolls rollout to occur in July 2022. Given
that the staff member's birthday falls on November 18, this creates a slight problem. "Not to worry," said TB Confirmed. "We'll make the
cupcakes and rolls then put the project on ice for four months. "Tenders for the business case as to what freezer would be best for storing
the frozen cupcakes and rolls are expected to be called with the next 12 months, all going well. "We're supremely confident of a big
birthday morning tea on November 18, 2022. Now we just have to make sure it won't clash with events being held around that time
celebrating the 10-year anniversary of public consultation first beginning at LGWM."
Source: The Dominion Post. 19 November 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/columnists/117494989/behind-thescenes-at-lets-keep-wellington-motionless
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------And talking of food... There's no such thing as a free lunch – well there is if you are a Wellington City councillor. Six years
after Andy Foster led moves as a councillor to scrap catered lunches at committee meetings, saving ratepayers $40,000.
Now the Mayor, Mayor Foster has decided to reinstate them. Are these people so inadequate they can’t cut a few
sandwiches and take them to work?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Letter to The Dominion Post 20 November 2019

Left:
2503
stops
in
Molesworth Street on 20
November 2019. As Alan
Smith says in his letter, the
Airport Flyer needs to once
again
have
its
times
publicised. At present users of
the service have no idea when
a Route 91 might turn up.
Meanwhile, NZ Bus continues
to make the most of
advertising on its commercial
service.
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203 – ONE THAT NEARLY GOT AWAY

203 was the first of the new Volvo B58 fleet delivered
to Wellington (though not actually first into service). It
didn’t have a long life, being withdrawn in 1997.
Photographs of it in service are not plentiful but these
two undated views from Graham Inwood’s collection
show it in service at Karori Park terminus. In 1999 the
bus was “borrowed” by the Omnibus Society for the
trolleybus festival when it was internally decked out with photographs and parked in Lambton
Quay and Bunny Street for public inspection.

Left: However fortune didn’t smile for long
on 203, by May 2000 it was languishing in the
open air yard at Kilbirnie depot where
Markus Lang photographed it from Coutts
Street in May 2000.

Below: With the closure of the yard for
construction of the retirement village on the
site about this time 203 was moved inside
the depot where Graeme Inwood took this
photograph on 2 May 2002.

Left: Then for a while it looked as though 203’s fortunes had
changed. It was parked on Wayne Little’s property for some time
- Wayne being one of Ian Little’s sons. The bus was
photographed by Graeme Inwood there on 15 January 2005.
The trolleybus also resided for a time at Wellington Tramway Museum, that is until Stagecoach started their rebuilding programme and
the Designline production run started. A request was made for the bus to be
returned so that the necessary parts could be retrieved for refurbishment
and installing on one of the new fleet. As part of the arrangement the group
was offered 233 as a replacement once that had finally been withdrawn in
2009.
Right: Despite being notable for being the first Volvo trolleybus to arrive in
Wellington, 203 was destined to be cut up. With its “bits” removed at the
Rongotai “chop shop” just part of the bodywork remained on 4 September
2008. Its “vital organs” eventually found their way into one of the Designline
fleet, then being constructed. Ironically that fleet now awaits the same fate
as the Volvos with scrapping a real possibility. Photo: Graeme Inwood.
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A DAY TRIP TO GENEVA – Andrew Henbest
Following our successful day trip to Milan last year, my enthusiast friend, Mervyn and I travelled from London Gatwick airport to Geneva
on 1 October. We bought a travel card for CHF8.00 which was valid on all forms of transport within the city and walked out of the terminal
building to find a double articulated trolleybus waiting to take us into the city centre. From here, we explored parts of the six route
trolleybus system, the four route tram system and the one route operated with electric battery buses. In total there are ninety-three
articulated trolleybuses, one hundred and sixteen trams (some operating as coupled sets) and twelve articulated battery buses available
for service.
The trolleybus routes are:2 Onex Cite - Bel Air - Rive - Genève Plage
3 Gardiol - Gare Cornavin - Bel Air - Rive - Crets de Champel (University)
6 Vernier Village - Gare Cornavin - Genève Plage
7 Tours Lignon - Bel Air - Rive - Hopital
10 Genève Aeroport - Bel Air - Gare Cornavin - Rive
19 Onex Cite - Bel Air - Vernier Village
We only saw one of the oldest twelve NAW trolleybuses which joined the fleet in 1993 (701-8/10-13). Another thirty-eight Hess
trolleybuses date from 2005 (731-768) while the ten double articulated trolleybuses were built during 2005-6 (781-90). The newest thirtythree Van Hool AGT 330 trolleybuses arrived in 2014 (1601-1633) with another twenty-three of this type on order.
The tram routes are:12 Palettes - Moillesulaz
14 Bernex P+R - Meylin Graviere
15 Palettes - Nations
18 Buchet - CERN
Route 12 reaches the French border at Moillesulaz. Another enthusiast friend who was on the same flights as ours discovered that rails
and wiring for an extension into France has been built and revenue service is due to begin in the near future. The electric bus route 23
(Genève Aeroport - Carouge) has batteries which are charged for five minutes at both ends of the route as well as at about every fourth
stop where a roof mounted "pantograph" links to an overhead charger for about twenty seconds, after which the "pantograph"
retracts. With warm, sunny weather, frequent trolleybus and tram services and a flight costing less than £40 we will have to take a look at
more of Geneva's transport before too long.
Left: Geneva tram 820 coupled to 831 is seen in the city centre at Rive on
route 12 which at present runs to the border of Switzerland and France at
Moillesulaz. There is now a rail and wire connection for an extension into
France which is due to open towards the end of 2019 or start of 2020.

Right: Also seen in the city centre at Rive is 753, one of a batch
of thirty-eight Hess articulated trolleybuses built in 2005 on
route 6 to Genève Plage (Geneva Beach). The trolleybuses
terminate close to a Park and Ride site and opposite the shore
of Lac Leman where there is a large Marina.

Left: Geneva 787, one of a batch of ten Hess double
articulated trolleybuses delivered in 2005-6 is seen at the
city centre (Rive) terminus of route 10 which starts
immediately outside the terminal building of Geneva
Airport. On leaving the airport terminus, these fine
vehicles show their flexibility in both the vertical and
horizontal planes as they descend a steep ramp and a right
angle turn onto the road into Geneva.
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Right: tpg (transports publics genevois) 1633 is one of a
batch of thirty-three Van Hool AGT330 articulated
trolleybuses dating from 2014 operating on route 3 at Cretsde-Champel terminus (City University).

References:
Trolleybus Magazine, Journal of the National Trolleybus Association
No. 278 March-April 2008
Buses April 2009 article by Alan Miller TOSA Trolleybus without wires
Wikipedia Trams in Geneva

Left: Geneva 1278 is one of a batch of twelve 18.75m fourdoor Hess LighTram articulated battery electric buses seen on
route 23 at the Palettes terminus of tram routes 12 and 15.
The bus has capacity for 44 seated and 89 standing
passengers. Tram 897 on route 15 is a Bombardier Flexity
Outlook Cityrunner dating from 2010, one of a batch of thirtynine built in the period 2004-2010. Route 12 terminates to
the left of the bus in a loop.

Right: Two of the most modern Geneva trams are
seen at Palettes terminus. Stadler tram 1815 is on
the terminal loop of route 12 while 1828 is on route
15. Both were built in the period 2011-14. In
between the pair, also on route 15 is one of the
Bombardier trams.

Left: Articulated trolleybus 705 was the only one of its type seen
on our visit. It comes from a batch of twelve NAW trolleybuses
delivered in 1993 and is seen arriving on a route 2 working at the
Onex Cite terminus of routes 2 and 19 in fading light.
Unfortunately, it departed for the depot at Jonction without
passengers so we were unable to take a ride. The peak hour
service to Onex Cite is very frequent - at one time there were four
trolleybuses attempting to reach the terminal point which took
up a lot of road space.

All photographs taken on 1 October 2019
by Andrew Henbest
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ROGER DAVIES IN SAN FRANCISCO
As noted in the last Under the Wires, San Francisco Muni took off the last of its Skoda/AEI trolleycoaches on 7 September. This happened
as a result of the battery pack on 5501 exploding and blowing a hole in the floor. Muni decided that, as only 40 of the original 240
remained and as all but fifteen of the 185 New Flyer replacements remained to be delivered, it was best to retire the remaining Skodas. As
the new buses are far more reliable, it meant no reduction in service. The Skodas were odd making all sorts of non trolleybus noises but
had a definite charm. The new trolleybuses are stunning, accelerating up the fearsome hills and making all the right noises. As they will do
thirty miles off wire, road work and diversions offer them no problem. Muni now runs 278 trolleycoaches, 93 sixty-foot artics, all New
Flyers. Virtually all the motor bus fleet are hybrids from NFI, a change to almost 100% low floor in around five years. NFI continue to
win substantial new orders in the USA and their takeover of the UK's ADL promises interesting future developments. For almost 25 years,
Muni have run what must be the benchmark for historic streetcar operation, the F Market. This all- day service running from around 0550
until 0120 links the tourist hotspot of Fisherman's Wharf with Castro via San Francisco's main street, Market. It is run by a mix of U.S. PCC
cars dating from 1946 until 1952 and 1928 Peter Witt cars from Milan, still largely in original condition. A few years ago, the F was joined
by the E Embarcadero which leaves the F at Ferry Building and makes its way to the Caltrain depot at 4th and King. This point has no
turning facilities so the E has to be run with double-ended cars. Operation is not without its problems. Double-ended cars are in short
supply, more are being refurbished, so the E can be erratic. Also training of drivers is more complex for the vintage vehicles and staff
shortages can disrupt the service and lead to motor bus substitution. Muni decided to reduce frequency on the F to match what it could
guarantee. The CEO put out a detailed explanation describing the problems of running old stock from different origins. The Union rep was
more blunt blaming unpopular split shifts and commenting "I don't need two hours to eat my damn burrito." Muni has a large heritage
fleet of streetcars used at special occasions. They want to use them more and, as a start, during the summer of 2019, one of the most
popular, open top boat tram 228 from Blackpool UK ran a short working along the Embarcadero from Ferries to Pier 39 on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays. With its own Twitter page it would announce it was leaving the yard "to meet all my friends" and with cheery crews and
running free it was hugely popular. On its penultimate day it broke down and for the remainder of the service was replaced by sister 233.
From this we learned 233 did not live with all the other heritage cars at Cameron Beech yard as it couldn't climb the hill on the picturesque
reserved track through Dolores Park used by vintage cars entering and leaving service but lived with modern LRVs at Metro East. The
historic streetcars in their variety of colourful liveries are very much part of the San Francisco scene and very popular, often being very
crowded. The F is one of Muni's busy lines serving locals and visitors alike. However, in November, the large single track terminal
arrangement at Fisherman's Wharf was taken out of use as a result of reconstruction of Jefferson Street with all E/F line streetcars turning
at Pier 39 missing a significant part of the route. Worse still, the cut back is expected to last until October 2020. Additionally, a major plan
has been approved to turn Market Street into largely public transit and pedestrians only which, whilst good news in the long term, is likely
to cause many years of disruption. So a number of difficult years lie ahead for San Francisco’s historic streetcars.

Left: New Flyer 5841 approaches the top of Nob Hill the highest
point Downtown and nearer the stars than the little cable cars. It is
on the precipitous 1 California having started at sea level by the Bay
which is in the background.

Left: Retired Skodas at Presidio facility and Muni HQ.
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Left: Ex-Milan tram 1814 in green livery leaves the Castro
terminus of the F to run back down Market.

Right: NFI 5740 runs on batteries at Haight/Ashbury to avoid road work on a
6 Parnassus.

Left: The terminus of the 6 Parnassus at 14th and
Quintara is pretty spectacular. Having climbed over
Mount Sutro, trollies turn on a tight turning circle
seen in the background. 14th drops steeply on
either side whilst Quintara becomes a long flight of
steps. The Pacific is in the distance. 5740
approaches the camera.

Right: PCC 1079 dating from 1946 started life in the twin cities of
Minneapolis and St Paul (actually they couldn't be more different!) moving
on to Newark before coming to San Francisco in 2004. It is at Fisherman's
Wharf turning into the terminus at Jones, the section that will be out of use
for nearly 12 months.

Left: Also at Fisherman's Wharf is 1934 Blackpool boat 228
on its free shuttle. It should have turned at Pier 39 but I was
told crews extended the run if they needed the restroom!
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Right: Ex-Milan 1815 in orange at the Ferry
Building which opened in 1896 and was
claimed as the world's second busiest transit
terminal In case you were wondering, it’s
claimed that Charing Cross in London was
number one.

Below: Double ended PCC 1008 on the E at
Ferry Building is one of ten huge 52 foot
long cars bought by Muni in 1948 and
nicknamed "Torpedos" Amazingly, seven
remain in service and this one is in the much
loved Muni "Wings" livery.

Below: PCC 1061 originally from Philadelphia came to Muni in
1992 and wears the striking Pacific Electric livery. It is turning
towards Ferries outside the non profit Market Street Railways
museum shop on Stueart. MSR assists Muni with the purchase
and restoration of historic streetcars and cable cars and actively
promotes them.

Left: Ocean Beach trolleycoach terminus
with a 60 foot artic working the 5 Fulton
and 40 footers on the 31 Balboa.

All Photos – Roger Davies
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Recalling those early mornings and mid afternoon positioning runs along Jervois and Customhouse Quays.
Above: Volvo 212 was photographed from the footbridge that spans Jervois Quay near Harris Street. In the background is
the City to Sea bridge and the Michael Fowler Centre.
Below: The driver of 245 checks his rear vision mirror before turning left from Customhouse Quay into Whitmore Street.
Photos: D.L.A. Turner.
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TAILPIECE

Our ‘Tailpiece” this month is an old timer, one of the early first generation B.U.T.s. 15 started work in Wellington in 1952 but by the time
Michael Jarka took this photograph of it at Kilbirnie depot in January 1978 it looked as though it was ready for retirement or in the case
of many old trolleybuses, scrapping. It is pictured parked by the wash bay, an activity it had probably seen the last of. Note the
advertisement on the back of the bus for Radio Windy – it was inevitable that such a name would be used for a radio station. Like the bus
Radio Windy is history, although there is a station now called The Breeze, hardly an apt description of Wellington’s infamous wind.

